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About This Game

In the not so distant past, on a remote Pacific North West Island, 22 year old, Moira Weylyn has come back to her Grandfather’s
property to meet her few remaining family members and witness the reading of his last will and testament.

Once landing on the remote North West Island property, she discovers her family has disappeared and a sinister evil has
awakened on the island —an evil that begins with a neo-pagan cult, and ends with something far more dangerous ready to

consume the world. Moira realizes her very fate lies in solving the larger mystery at the heart of Weylyn Island -a place with an
ancient, dark history.

Inspired by classic horror movies, The Ritual on Weylyn Island is a combat-free, story-driven game. The main objective of the
game is to find your family, collect information and stay alive long enough to unravel the evil plot that surrounds your bloodline.

During the game you can expect to do the following:

- Traverse the vast island and explore its richly-detailed, unique and treacherous environments.

- Solve and complete small puzzles and objectives to progress through the story and reveal what lies ahead.

- Discover and Protect Family and loved ones as you find them during the game

- Collect tapes and clues left by your Grandfather that add additional layers backstory to the dark tale.
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- Survive the island, as well as the twisted cult members and their demon-possessed followers to reach the end alive.
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I would like to point out that this review reflects the early access version of the game and in no way represents the final product.

The game concept is good. The voice acting is surprisingly decent for an indie developer and the story has a lot of potential. The
controls are a little clunky and the lack of an options menu for anything is a tad dissapointing, especially when it comes to
gamma settings (I never really found a need for the flashlight in my game play).

The game is supposedly stealth based, but the linear layout, invisible walls and enemies that tend to move faster than you make
the stealth next to useless. This is a shame, I would love to have stealth work properly in this and have tried to in some area, but
the enemies seem to know where you are at any given time as long as your in range. The best option is to just run past them,
even if you get hit, it doesn't seem to do much which takes away from the hectic feel that a horror game should have.

On a plus side, the graphics aren't bad, infact they remind me very much of Vampie: The Masquerade, and the cut scenes are
very smooth.

The story is probably the games strongest point in my personal opinion. It's very reminiscent of a B movie, much in the same
way as Evil Dead (the original), the Wickerman, and so on. All of which I really enjoy.

Would I recommend this game currently? Thats a toss up. The developers seem active and want feedback, the game itself isn't
much, and it does have a lot of potential for a very nice finished game. There are lots of bugs still in the game, nothing overly
concerning and most of them seem silly if anything. In the end the choice is yours to make. As for me, I'm glad for the purchase
and look forward to seeing it polished into the gem it could be.. This game is surprisingly good. I liked the story and the voice
acting.The graphics looks great, I liked listening to the cassette tapes while running to next location. Perfect timing.

The controls at times are too loose, restricted areas and pathways can be annoying, and I got stuck on the staircase in the first
basement twice and had to restart game. Simple fix.

For the price its worth it, I was entertained, only real drawback is that it ended just as you become..... :D. Game was bad when I
bought it,
and it's even worse now.. I was a little hesistant with this developer since it looks to be the first non-mobile game they've
developed (according to their website)... But this was actually quite smooth to play. You play Moira who's grandfather has just
passed and find yourself on his island to inherit the last of his belongings with the rest of your family. The visuals are on par
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with what you'd expect. Better looking than most Unity based games I've played recently. The voice acting isn't FANTASTIC
but it's enough for immersion. Note that when the game states it's "combat-free" this may be a little misleading. As you can't
actively engage enemies, there are some QTE-style situations you'll have to deal with. The game also plays fairly casually, the
hardest puzzles you'll have to solve are finding keys and barricading doors. I played about a half hour of the game, and was able
to cut the gameplay down to 19 minutes. If you want a quick skim to see what you're in for check this out.

WARNING: Language/NSFW https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh8HmxOOjsI. I just finished playing the first hour of The
Ritual on Weylyn Island and I'm really enjoying the story. Set on an island that the main character and her family have just
inherited from the recently deceased grandfather. You are the last to arrive by ferry and find the family has gone up to the
lighthouse.

https://youtu.be/ywiPFpMyxfg

The gameplay is a simple interactive first person game. You control the main character and are searching for your family and
what the deal is on the island. The story so far has me hooked. The game opens with a cinematic of a man running through the
woods, tripping into the center of a ritual circle made of stone. Several hooded figures start to chant loudly. A large man
wearing some kind of mask stabs the man in the chest with a sword. Badass opening right?

You then arrive at a cabin in the woods and are told by the captain of the ferry how he's heard "stories" about the island that he
doesn't wish to repeat. Well, screw you buddy. The character you are playing indicated they haven't been there since they were
8. So clearly I don't know these stories and furthermore, if they are so messed up why the hell wouldn't you tell the young lady
you're dropping off at night. On an island. Alone.

From here you read a note indicating the family is at the lighthouse and you should make your way there. Inside you find a
flashlight and a tape recorded message from your creepy grandfather being cryptic about the island.

The story is interesting to me and I'd love to know what is happening on the island. However, some of the gameplay needs
tuning. There was a part where you must left and right mouse click to pull yourself across a rope bridge. It was pretty lengthy
and slow. The game is also voice acted which I enjoy from my horror games. The problem is some of it is poorly recorded and
mixed. There were times when the audio would get so loud I had to take my headphones off, which is a bummer. It also sounded
as if some of it was recorded in a bathroom, or at the beach. All this I think can and will be fixed over time so for me, no big
deal.

I'm just interested in the story here, as it's a scary story being told via first person I don't really need any fancy puzzles or
gunfights. I like the idea of listening to audio logs, running from monsters, and creeping through the woods with a flashlight.
Am I going to play it more than once? Maybe, I don't generally re-watch many horror movies either. As long as the story
continues to be scary and well told, I'm in.

For more reviews and the podcast check out - EarlyAccessMedia.com and YouTube.com/EarlyAccessPodcast. Don't ever waste
your time. You're welcome.

https://deviewz.blogspot.com/2019/01/the-ritual-on-weylyn-island.html. a satisfying experience provided by a professionally
developed adventure game. Praise to the devs for embedding well thought out automated savepoints, hopefully this will be
noticed by other houses that keep on failing us time and again on this point! Definitelly worth the download, play along the
underworld series. The first very short bit of the game is quite good. Graphics are nice sounds very impressive. I truly hope the
final game is far longer then what this portion was as I cqan see a very long story with what has been shown so far.
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great game!! Terrifying sometimes!. WASD not working!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!and game stuck in waterfall
scene!!fuuuck!!!!!!!. Not bad but very very short. For the price I would say it is fair enough.End is satisfactory. The story has a
lot of potential but is not developped enough. More hints, letters, movies, tapes or more anything but more of something that is
sadly missing to light up in me that magic spark. Really enjoyed the game overall. Took me only 3.5 hours to dig it all. I took
pauses while in game to eat and do stuff.I restarted once from chapter four and it took me only 3.5 hrs. Game only I would say
1.5 hrs. total. I thought the 1st chapter was very good. if you want to see a sneak peak then click below.

Helsinky

https://youtu.be/Fp0fmWxJ1iA. Recommending this one tentatively. It succeeds in being scary for most of its brief length, so if
that's what you're itching for I think it's worth your time. But the plot is frankly terrible. Feels like an R rated version of Scooby-
Doo on Zombie Island. Silent Hill and Fatal Frame are the only games that get away with evil cults being the culprits, and only
then because the cults themselves are so far into the background that they're practically out of sight for the majority of the
games. The fake mythology slapped onto a real tradition is bizarre, too.. Summary: A fun, first-person horror game that does not
overstay its welcome.

This game is about 1.5 hours long and, much like a typical horror movie, that seems about right. It is part exploration and part
walking simulator. You get to explore areas but much of it is on a linear path. I enjoyed this and it kept the story moving.

I saw a YouTube Let's Play of the first level when it was still in development (thanks Jim Sterling!) and patiently waited until
the game was complete before buying. I am a fan of creepy horror movies (not just slashers) that build an atmosphere with
sound and visuals and tell a tale. The atmosphere built nicely in this game and the forest sections had the hair on the back of my
neck standing up a couple of times. This game cost me about $5 and I feel it was well worth the price of admission. I have
certainly paid more for less with other games and other movies. If there was a follow up product I would get it and that means I
would have to recommend it.. Full Review: http://www.dreadcentral.com/reviews/147474/the-ritual-on-weylyn-island-video-
game/

DreadCentral Steam Group

"Great action/adventure games feature stories that stick with you for years to come. Fans remember fondly stories that made
them laugh, cry, and sit eagerly at the edges of their seats. The Ritual on Weylyn Island gets this half right since you will
certainly laugh and cry, but for all the wrong reasons...."
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